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Example: Periodical Article

Author(s).

"Title of Source."

Database, In-text citation: Moltenbrey explains that "text of quotation" (32).

OR
"Text of quotation" (Moltenbrey 32).

Date of Access.

Publication Title,
Computer Graphics World

Volume, Issue,
vol. 26, no. 12

Date of Publication,
Dec. 2003

Page(s).
pp. 30-37

Permalink.
http://go.galegroup.com/db29.linccweb.org/ps/i.do?id=GALE%7CA111572368&v=2.1&u=lincclin_vcc&it=r&p=CDB&sw=w&asid=857a0a0228055513df417f56239613354
Example: Journal – Three or more Authors – with Digital Object Identifier (DOI)


In-text citation: Ivanov et al. explain that "text of quotation" (24).

OR

"Text of quotation" (Ivanov et al. 24).